
Internal meeting minutes #5 
 

Date 1st June 2017 

Time 1900 - 2100 

Mode & Venue Physical, Singapore Management University, SOL Lib Project Room 

Attendees Alicia, Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi 

Agenda 1) Discuss and decide whether the additional requirement by 
sponsor as well as change in schedule for (Event Bot UAT for 
CSC in Aug) requested by sponsor is feasible to be done and 
whether it is feasible for our change in schedule 

2) Revisit the way project management is being carried out 

Meeting 
minutes 

- Code sharing/code reviewing face to face every two weeks 
(Thurs nights):  
Read up briefly what others have coded and share what you think 
which method does, clarify any doubts about each other's code. 

 
- Call meeting on weeks that we don't meet face to face 

(Thurs nights also): 
-General updates (what you have done so far, what you are gonna 
do & what you need help with) 
-Share what functions have u coded, so that others can look at it 
from Git before face to face meeting 
-Pm admin stuff 
-Ask for help if needed 

 
- Diligently use asana 

-Update asana accurately so that PM can track what's going on 
 

- Agreed that the additional feature (email reporting system for 
analytics dashboard) and Event bot UAT that sponsor wanted is 
achievable. Only minor tweak to proposal timeline. 

 
- For email reporting system, sponsor want an email containing 

PDF version of the dashboard to be sent to them every morning. 
 

- For the event bot uat, sponsor wanted a way for users to enter a 
code into the event bot and it will activate the relevant survey 
form for the users to fill up. And also allow the organiser to view 
live update as the forms are filling up. 

To-do-list - Continue working on assigned tasks on Asana 
- Follow the house rules set from this meeting 

 
 



The meeting was adjourned at 2100. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments in the next day.  
 
 
Prepared by 
Au Ling Wei 
 
Vetted and edited by 
Ryan Huang 


